Sokolov [l] gives the method of averaging functional corrections for approximate solutions of differential, integral and integro-differential equations. Korol [2] extends it for solving of Hammerstein integral equations. The author of this paper used this»method to a system of Hammerstein integral equations (see [3] ).
Operator equation of the Hammerstein type
In a Banaoh space B we consider the following operator equation Here P is a linear operator projecting the space B into its subspace* The algorithm defined by (2) , (3) oan be written as (4) -g + EPF(y n ) + KQP(y n->1 ), 0« y^B,
where Q • I -P is the linear operator projecting the space B into its subspaoe and I is the identity operator in B.
Let us introduce the following oonditionst
where L pf and L qf are the Lipsohitz constants of the operators PF and QP, respectively.
where I^pf and L^f are the Lipschitz constants of KPP and KQF, respectively. Theorem 1. If one of conditions (I) -(III) is satisfied, then the equations (4) are uniquely solvable in the Banaoh space B and the sequence (y Q ) converges to the unique solution y of the equation (1). Moreover, the following estimate is true
Proof.
Let us notice that the operator (6) Sy = g + KQP(z) + KPP(y), g,z,yeB, By (8),we obtain || 7 n -g || ^ (IIKP || + ||KQ||)V(r')<r', i.e. y fl e X(g.r') for every y Q e X(g,r')» To prove the existenae and uniqueness of the solution of (4), it is enough to show that the operator Sy = g + KQF(z) + KPF(y) has, for y,z &3C(g,r'), the properties i (i) Ss X(g,r') -X(g,r'), (ii) S is a contraction operator, which follow from the inequalities IISy -g||<(||KP|| + ||KQ||)V(r')^r', IISy -£f||^||KPP(y) -KPP(y )|| .
Next, similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1 it oan be proved that (y Q ) given by (4) is a Cauohy sequence convergent to a unique solution of (1) in 3C(g,r'). 
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